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DISCLAIMER AND/OR LEGAL NOTICES:
The information presented herein represents the view of the author as of the date of publication. Because of the rate
with which conditions change, the author reserves the right to alter and update his opinion systems based on the new
conditions. The report is for informational purposes only, no responsibility for any losses incurred using the information
herein will be taken and you are advised to only bet with money that you can afford to lose. While every attempt has
been made to verify the information provided in this report, neither the author nor his affiliates/partners assume any
responsibility for errors, inaccuracies or omissions. Any slights of people or organizations are unintentional. If advice
concerning legal or related matters is needed, the services of a fully qualified professional should be sought. This e-book
is not intended for use as a source of legal or accounting advice. You should be aware of any laws which govern sports
betting or other business practices in your country and state.
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This is a very simple laying system but unlike most that are bandied around and cost anything from £9 to
£99, this one is free and is based on sound reasoning.
You will not have hundreds of bets every day but there will usually be enough to keep your interest.
The races to bet in.
Only handicap races
Races for older horses. Not races that are just for 2 year olds or just for 3 year olds on the flat and not races
just for 4 year olds over jumps. This info can be found in the race heading in most papers but certainly on
the Racing Post website or the paper version.
Races can be turf, all weather, hurdle or chase as long as they are handicaps.
Must have 8 or more run at the off.
Maximum lay price of 10.0 on Betfair or Betdaq.
Required information.
The latest Racing Post Rating (RPR) recorded by each runner. Again this can be found on the Racing Post
website or in the paper version. This is the horses Racing Post rating for its last run.

How to find selections.
From the list of runners, cross off any horse that has one of the top 5 RPR ratings last time out, plus any
other runner whose latest RPR is within 5 of the top one. So if the runners in an 11 horse field have last
time out ratings of 95, 95, 92, 91, 91, 90, 87, 81, 77, 65, 46, then you cross off the top 5 which are those
from 95 to 91 plus the one with a rating of 90 as it is within 5 of the top rated. These horses we now ignore
and look at the rest of the field (those with ratings of 81, 77, 65 and 46).
From these 4 runners we are left with, mark down any that are forecast at 11/2 or less by the Racing Post.
If any are then these are your bets and you lay them to a maximum betting exchange price of 10.0.
If a horse has a (-) instead of a rating as its latest rating then completely ignore this horse, it does not count
in your workings.
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Examples taken from Racing Post paper version.
Look at the ‘Latest’ column that I have marked either side in biro. To the right are the horses marked that
are in the top 5 highest rated (plus any others that are also within 5 of the highest). To the left are marked
the horses that are forecast at 11/2 or less. When one on the left does not match up with one marked on
the right then this is a lay.

There were only 4 qualifiers from this meeting. (There were none in the races after 3.35). In the 1.30 you
have Run Fat Lass Run and Jersey Brown, in the 3.35 you have Saborido and Royal Warranty.
Results
Run Fat Lass Run Lost 6/1 (BSP 9.8)
Jersey Brown Lost 5/1 (BSP 6.6)

Saborido Lost 16/1 (BSP 24.29) Over the max lay price of 10.0 so no bet.
Royal Warranty Lost 3/1 (BSP 4.39)
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I hope you enjoy using this system and will be happy to hear any comments.
Many thanks.

James Dawson

www.pftturf.com
support@profitsfromtheturf.com
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